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Background:
Feasibility study - a possible operational service that would embed satellite
capabilities within a sustainable service that would support Intermodal
Freight Transport through European Ports: Questions to be addressed?
• What are the shortcomings and challenges in the existing routing and
scheduling processes for moving of freight traffic through ports?
• How can satellite assets be combined as part of a solution? What would
a service look like? What is the value-added of the satellite assets?
• What are the user requirements that would help define a service to
address these issues?
• How can the solution designed during the study be validated?
• How attractive is the solution and what critical factors must be addressed
to arrive at a sustainable solution? Are there any new satellite services
required that could benefit the sector?
• What is the roadmap to a sustainable operational service?
• What other users and stakeholders can be engaged in a future
demonstration project?
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Study Team Partners
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Parties involved in the European Space
Agency (ESA) tender application
• Mersey Maritime the sector body for Maritime, project lead (also
closely connected to the Irish Marine Development Board).
• Peel Ports, port/terminal operator (Liverpool/Dublin/Belfast),
supporter and potential user of the project.
• Atlantic Container Line, container shipping company, supporter
and potential user of the project. (offices in Liverpool and Dublin)
• JMD Haulage, inland transport provider, supporter/ potential user of
the project.
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Who we spoke to:
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Who we spoke to:
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Opportunities for Change:
• Port /terminal operator - interface between the ocean transport
and the inland transport. The sophisticated port systems
concentrate on the management of the internal port resources
• Whilst trying to satisfy their customers with timely access to their
cargo the port must also manage their resources /constraints.
• The most important feeder street to the port is often an arterial
street of the local area or city, congestion can impact trucks
coming to the port.
• Port has little information relating to the arrival time of trucks at
the port which limits their ability to optimize the planning of the
throughput in the port.
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Opportunities for Change:
• If it were possible for the port to have better real time information
regarding movements outside the port e.g. live GPS/ ETA information
regarding vehicles planning to coming into the port and live information
about the traffic situation around the port then the throughput could be
better optimized leading to reduced delays, less congestion and better
fuel efficiency/ reduced emissions both inside the port and in the access
areas leading to the port.
• Up to 15% of vehicles arriving at the port can be rejected due to
incorrect documents or references – sharing data in advance would help
to reduce rejections
• If vehicle/ container weight could be captured on route to the port and
compared with declared weight this would help to avoid and plan for
frequent discrepancies
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Opportunities for Change:
• Many container shipping lines (e.g Atlantic container Line (ACL)) provide
a door to door service for many of their customers i.e. the ocean voyage
connection but also the inland delivery.
• In the case of the inland delivery leg they subcontractor the transport to
haulage/trucking companies to provide the service on their behalf.
• The organization of this transport relies on sharing information across
many organization and processes involving clearance of the cargo by the
port/customs/ port health; pick up of empty container from a depot;
access in/out of the port at defined times; position of the required
container in the port; arrival at customer sites at defined time; congestion/
delays information from truckers.
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Opportunities for Change:
• The optimization of this inland transport of cargo could be improved with
better access to shared real time data between the parties in the
transport process.
• Vessel arrival is managed in advance and services booked to match the
arrival. If the arrival based on schedule % could be improved this may
lead to improved resource planning and utilisation in the port and inland
• Whilst port community systems help to integrate the port booking
process then there is limited real time integration of data between
shipping lines and truckers and hence with the port. There is no
independent body to enable this process with the collection of neutral real
time tracking data
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Opportunities for Change:
• Many truckers/ transport providers (e.g. JMD Haulage) already have
real time tracking data for their vehicles in the form of GPS location data
which they use to manage their vehicle movements.
• Access to many ports is now managed by a vehicle booking process
and transport providers can only access the ports in the UK if they have
made a booking (themselves or via the shipping company).
• This process is rigid in some ports and less so in others such as
Liverpool but in all ports this is likely to become more rigid as ports strive
to manage their internal resources and reduce queues.

• Lack of shared real time data limits the trucker’s ability to optimize the
usage of their vehicle fleet and at the same time increase fuel efficiency
and reduce emission.
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Opportunities for Change:
• If the access systems were managed more dynamically in relation to
shared real time location data for the vehicles then it may be possible to
reduce delays and improve the turnaround times at ports.
• Advance information relating to the container stack position in the ports
may to help reduce the number of container moves in the port i.e. the
trucker (if they have a choice based on the daily planned workload) could
request a unit closer to the top of the stack.
• Access to driver hours data is mainly based on an approximation by the
driver or the operator. If the planners had access to real time driver hours
data matched to ETA data then there may be opportunities to plan to
avoid wasted slots or driver time.
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Potential Benefits - Overview
 Reduction in wasted port booking slots/ better utilisation of port

resources (between 5%-20% wasted)
 Reduce rejections at the port gate (can be up to 15%)
 Better planning of truck resources with estimated time of arrival
data available in real time = reduced impact on the local
community/ environment
 Less missed delivery windows at customers for imports
 Automatic rebooking of slots and advise to the driver in the
event of late or early arrival – saving wasted journeys/ waiting
time
 Reduced administration time managing slots and missed slots
 Ability to avoid waiting /delays and avoid poor traffic conditions
leading to reduced emissions and reduced traffic on access roads
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Overview of proposed services
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Next Steps – Proposed Demonstrator
 The feedback received back from the user groups during this feasibility
study has been encouraging and there is indeed a significant opportunity
to improve the optimisation of intermodal transport in ports.
 The proof of concept provided evidence to the users that the I-PORT
service would be technically feasible, including the feasibility of
integrating the I-PORT demonstrator to existing stakeholder systems.
There is now strong support amongst the user community for a
demonstrator project.
 The critical success factors as identified by the user groups have been
used to define the scope of the services and influence the timeline for roll
out and implementation
 We have been able to demonstrate the benefits that would accrue to
users of the service and at the same time support a business plan
showing that the service could be developed with user support into a
sustainable offering.
 The technical and non economic considerations whilst requiring
management during the demonstration project are also feasible and
sustainable.
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Demonstrator Scope
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Demonstrator Architecture
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Demonstrator Space Asset Utilisation
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Demonstrator Integration
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Demonstrator Project Approach
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Discussion
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